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PWF Proposal Can Win IF You Vote!
By the AFO Executive Board
Elections matter.
All elections matter, but this fall’s
general election is of particular significance to the AFO. In fact, it
wouldn’t be too much of a stretch to
claim that the fate of the AFO lays
in the hands of Michigan voters this
November.
Knowing this, members of the
AFO’s delegation to the American
Federation of Teachers convention
joined an overwhelming majority of
delegates in voting to endorse the
Obama-Biden ticket because the
president’s commitment to public
education and higher education is
best for American families,
The presidential election is important, of course, but the battle for
control of the state legislature and
certain “back of the ballot” issues
are of even more importance if you
are worried about the future of the
AFO. Our top priority this fall is getting the Protect Working Families
proposal passed. If it passes, the

PWF proposal (also known as the
“Protect Our Jobs” campaign) will
amend the state constitution to preserve the collective bargaining
rights of Michigan workers. This
amendment might not have been
necessary except for the fact that
Tea Party-backed Republicans have
shown their willingness to wage war
on the collective bargaining rights of
Michigan’s working families. Their
ultimate goal is to make Michigan a
right-to-work state and it is highly
likely that they will pass a right-towork-for-less law during the lame
duck session that follows the general election if this proposal to
amend the state’s constitution fails.
The AFO is at risk of becoming
immediate collateral damage as a
result of the war being waged on
our collective bargaining rights, but
the threat isn’t limited to the AFO,
of course. Members of AFT local
1650 (the local that represents fulltime faculty at HFCC), Local 71 (the
local that represents administrators
at HFCC), and the HFCC Support

“Organized labor didn’t start this fight. It came to us when the
state legislature passed a series of anti-labor laws and
telegraphed its intent to pass right-to-work-for-less legislation.
Rather than passively taking it, we decided to fight back.”
AFO President Mary Beck

- Mary Beck grades the
divisions—see her back
page editorial
- Hold the date: fall
membership meeting at
3:30 on Oct 19
- See p. 3 for agenda
HFCC-AFO

Staff Association (the local that
represents faculty secretaries and
other HFCC support staff) have
joined forces with AFO members to
build support for the PWF proposal.
Members of all four HFCC locals
walked with tens of thousands of
other union members and collective
bargaining rights supporters for the
Labor Day parade and many of us
will participate in community walks
in Dearborn and other cities.
You, your family members, and
(Continued on page nine)
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AFO Election, By-Law Proposal on Agenda
The Fall 2012 General Membership Meeting will be on Friday, October 19 at 3:30 P.M. in L-311, the
faculty lounge on the third floor of
the Reuther Liberal Arts Building
(see opposite page for the agenda).
Like elections, all membership
meetings are important. Our constitution defines the membership
meeting as the “legislative body” of
the HFCC Adjunct Faculty Organization. Critical union business is
conducted and it is in the member-

ship meeting that members have
the opportunity to work together to
set our short– and long-term goals.
We would be lying if we said
membership meetings are fun. They
can, however, be interesting and
they do provide members with an
opportunity to share their perspectives and participate in the democratic decision-making process of the
AFO. Please make an extra effort to
attend this once-a-semester meeting,
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AFO Executive Board







Mary Beck, President
Doris Powers Toney, Vice-President
Thomas Anderson, Chief Grievance Officer
Sherry Morgan, Treasurer
Cedric Knott, Financial Records Secretary
William Norris, Recording Secretary and Executive
Director

You can contact any Executive Board member by office
telephone, email, or by sending a letter through either
interoffice or U.S. mail. See contact information above.
The AFO Executive Board has an open meeting policy.
Between September and May, the Executive Board meets
once in a month, usually in the Local 1650 Conference
Room. Call our office for the date and time of the next
scheduled meeting.

Some have complained that the
meeting time (Friday afternoon) doesn’t work for them. The fact is that
there is no “perfect” time to hold
membership meetings. Experience
has shown that we can draw more
members to meetings held on Friday
afternoons than any other time we’ve
tried.
We do provide a light snack if that
entices you to make the drive. Children are always welcome.
Salute to Retiring Board Members
This meeting marks the end of an
era. In July, Vice President Glenn
O’Kray told AFO President Mary Beck
that the time had come for him to
step down. Glenn was a member of
the original AFO organizing committee and had served as the AFO’s sole
vice president. Mary thanked Glenn
for his service to the AFO and accepted his resignation.
Doris Powers Toney will be taking
Glenn’s place—see the article announcing her appointment on page
five of this newsletter.
In addition to Glenn’s departure,
this fall meeting marks the last meeting in their present roles for Sherry
Morgan and Bill Norris. Sherry is
stepping down from her position as
Treasurer and Bill has resigned his
position as AFO Executive Director.
Bill will also be taking a leave of absence from his position as Recording
Secretary.
Mary Beck will salute the three
founding parents at the beginning of
the meeting before launching into
her annual “state of the union” report. Mary is expected to discuss the
AFO’s past, present, and future in
broad strokes with a focus on the
new leadership structure that will be
in place beginning in January and
the importance of the fall general
election. Our new Vice President for
External Issues, Doris Powers Toney,
will discuss the status of the get-outthe-vote drive and the key issues facing Michigan voters this fall.
(Continued on page three)
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Fall General Membership
Meeting
Friday, October 19 @ 3:30
In L-311, the Staff Lounge on
the third floor of the Reuther
Liberal Arts Building
Agenda
 Welcome
 Salute to retiring officers
 Glenn O’Kray
 Sherry Morgan
 Bill Norris
 State of the AFO Address
 Mary Beck, AFO President
 Elections Matter—know the
issues and vote
 Doris P. Toney, VP
External
 FY 2011-12 Financial
Review officers
 Discussion and motion for
approval
 Introduction of
amendment to By-law I
(Dues and Fees)
 Officer Elections
 Vice President, Internal
 Vice President, External
 Treasurer

See the accompanying article
for more information.
The general membership
meeting is the legislative
body of the AFO.
Agency fee payers
(individuals covered by the
AFO contract, but who are
not AFO members) are
welcome and encouraged to
attend the meeting but may
not cast votes.
Light snack provided.
Children welcome!

HFCC-AFO

Next Generation of Officers to be
Introduced during Fall Meeting
(Continued from page two)

Other important agenda items,
not necessarily in the order they
appear on the agenda, are discussed below.
Annual Financial Review
AFO Treasurer Sherry Morgan is
preparing to close the books on the
2011-12 fiscal year. The internal
financial review sub-committee is
scheduled to meet on September 16.
It is expected that their final report
will be ready and posted on our
website by October 12 (one week
before the General Membership
Meeting).
After a brief overview of the results of the review and a listing of
the sub-committee’s recommendations, members will be given an opportunity to discuss the report and
ask questions. When discussion is
closed, members will be asked to
entertain a motion to accept or reject the financial review.
Not All Expenses Are “Chargeable”

One of the financial reports produced annually by the AFO is called
the “Schedule of Combined Expenses and Allocation between
Chargeable and Non-chargeable Expenses.” By Michigan law, this
schedule determines the maximum
amount we can charge agency fee
payers (those covered by the AFO
contract who are not members of
the AFO).
Under current Michigan law, the
“fair share” fee we charge agency fee
payers cannot be higher than the
proportion of our total expenses
that are considered “chargeable.”
“Chargeable expenses” are those
directly related to bargaining and
enforcing our contract. For instance, the Treasurer and Financial
Records Secretary of the AFO receive stipends for the work they do.
All of their work involves keeping
records of dues and fees payments,
filing government-required forms,
preparing the annual budget and so

forth. These duties are necessary for
the negotiation and enforcement of
our contract, so they are classified
as 100% chargeable.
In contrast, Glenn O’Kray’s primary roles in the AFO were to serve
as the chair of the political action
and education committee and to
serve as the AFO’s PAC representative to affiliated organizations. As a
consequence, 100% of Glenn’s stipend is usually considered “nonchargeable.” Other non-chargeable
expenses include contributions to
the HFCC Foundation, the HFCCAFO Founders Scholarship Fund,
and the small memorials sent to
various charities in the memory of
loved ones of AFO members.
As an important aside, our right
to collect agency fees is under attack by the right-to-work-for-less
crowd. Why shouldn’t agency fee
payers help pay for the cost of negotiating and enforcing the contract
that they undoubtedly benefit from?
Currently, membership dues are
set at 1.75% ($17.50 of every
$1,000 earned). The fair share fee
for agency fee payers is 1.60% - or
$16.00 for every $1,000 earned; a
difference of only $1.50.
That $1.50 gives members the
right to participate in the AFO’s democratic decision-making process.
For instance, only members have
the right to cast votes at membership meetings; agency fee payers
are welcomed, but can’t vote.
$30,000 Contribution Forces Change

Up until now, we haven’t had any
trouble with just establishing set
rates with a 0.15% differential between membership dues and agency
fees because our non-chargeable
expenses as a percentage of total
expenses have always been predictably below the threshold.
The difference between this current fiscal year and the three previous ones is that this year we made
(Continued on page four)
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Full Agenda for Fall Membership Meeting
(Continued from page three)

a major donation to the Protect
Working Families/Protect Our Jobs
campaign. The $30,000 we donated
to that campaign in early July will be
classified as non-chargeable.
(If a fee payer complains about
the contribution, you can inform her
or him that they are not making the
contribution: the money comes from
your dues, not their fees.)
As a direct result of the one-time
$30,000 contribution, we will need to
either increase dues or reduce fees to
agency fee payers for at least one
year (beginning in July, 2013) to stay
below the maximum allowable fee
threshold.
Rather than raise dues, the AFO
Executive Board and the Finance
Committee are recommending lowering fees for one year. However, rather
than recommending a specific rate
for fee payers, the proposal is to
amend By-law I of the AFO constitution to allow the agency fee rate to
“float” each year depending on the
results of that year’s annual financial
review.
Two Meetings Required to Amend
Constitution or By-laws
Under the AFO’s constitution, a
two-step process is required for passage of amendments to the constitution itself or to its by-laws. Article
XV, Section 1 requires the Executive
Board to present the membership the
full text of any proposed amendment
prior to a membership[ meeting.
(Actually, any member in good
standing can do so by first submitting a petition signed by at least 20
members.) If the proposal is put forth
by the Executive Board, it must be
supported by at least 20 members
present at a membership meeting to
move forward.
Members will then have until the
next General Membership Meeting to
consider the proposed amendment.
The Elections Committee has the
discretion to allow a voice vote (with
proxies) at a membership meeting or
to use a mailed ballot or any other of
Page 4

several methods that satisfy the requirements of the constitution.
Following this prescribed process,
the Executive Board will submit a
proposal to amend By-law I of the
AFO constitution during the Fall
General Membership Meeting with
the intention of finalizing it during
the Winter 2013 General Membership Meeting.
The proposed amendment has
nothing to do with the rate members
pay in dues. A separate amendment
to By-law I would be required to increase (or decrease) dues.
Final figures can not be allocated
to chargeable and non-chargeable
accounts before we conduct our annual financial review at the end of
the fiscal year. Hence, any number
suggested at this time as to how
much agency fees will be reduced
when (and if) the amendment takes
effect involves some guesswork.
Treasurer Sherry Morgan estimates that fees will drop to 1.50% or
less, possibly as low as 1.40%, in
fiscal year 2013-14 and that they
would likely be back up to 1.55% or
1.60% in the following year.
While Sherry won’t be in the hot
seat (because we are electing a new
treasurer this fall), she says that the
new Treasurer will be able to ride out
the storm because of the reserves the
AFO built up over its first four years.
She says the real challenge is going to be the “climate change” that

occurs when the AFO loses its
“hardship reduction” in per capita
fees paid to the AFT. “Even scarier,” according to Sherry, “is the
uncertainty we face in this hostile
political climate. If the Protect
Working Families proposal fails,
Michigan Republicans almost certainly will do whatever they can to
kill public employee unions and
the AFO may be among the first to
die.”
Officer Elections
It would be something of an
overstatement to claim that the
AFO election this fall is as important to the future of our local as
the general election, but that doesn’t mean our internal elections are
unimportant.
Last spring, it looked like the
AFO Elections Committee, chaired
by Psychology Senior Adjunct
Maria Sepulveda, would be supervising our first contested election
this fall, but unless a candidate is
nominated via petition by the September 21 deadline that won’t be
the case. Tom Anderson, Doris
Powers Toney, and Cedric Knott
are running for the positions of
Vice President—Internal Issues,
Vice President—External Issues,
and Treasurer (respectively) unopposed. (See the AFO website for the
position statements of the three
(Continued on page five)
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Doris Powers Toney Appointed VP, External Issues
By Nancy Owen Nelson
AFO Executive Board At-large Member

In his resignation notice to AFO
President Mary Beck, outgoing Vice
President Glenn O’Kray recommended
that Doris Power Toney be appointed
to complete his term. I had reached the
same conclusion—that Doris is going
to make a great AFO vice president—
earlier when I got to know her shortly
after the two of us (and Patrick Miller)
were nominated for the external VP
position. That realization led me to
withdraw from the race to endorse
Doris.
Patrick also withdrew his nomination (see discussion of officer elections
in the membership meeting article that
begins on page two) leaving Doris the
sole candidate. Following and agreeing
with Glenn’s advice, Doris was named
to the position during a special meeting of the Executive Board on July 27.
I had endorsed Doris because she is
well-suited for this critically important
job. This position involves communicating widely with the membership for
anything related to politics—for example, ongoing financial contributions to
the AFT-Michigan PAC or to gather
signatures for that phase of the constitutional amendment drive. Doris’ extensive experience in public relations
and communications will make a real
difference. She has led the communications department for a Detroit-based
health care plan which included development of public relations campaigns,
media relations, corporate contributions, fundraising, community partnerships, advertising, multi-media programming, and special events



Managed internal business communications for GM’s hourly union
and salaried employees



Served as Communications Director for Michiganders for Obama,
and



Served as a national delegate for
Barack Obama representing the
State of Michigan at the Democratic National Convention in Denver.
Additionally, Doris has attended the
State and National AFO Conventions
HFCC-AFO

as an interested AFO member. The
VP of External Affairs must be willing to represent AFO at the semiannual AFT leadership conference sessions and as a participant in AFT
and AFT-M conferences and conventions.
Doris is also well-acquainted with
education: she has taught at local
colleges and universities, in the following subjects: English composition, business writing, and a capstone course for business, health,
human services, and information
technology,
It is clear to me that the AFO is
fortunate to have Doris Powers
Toney as its new Vice President of
External Affairs. She is articulate,
versatile in her skills and rich work
history, and very aware of the particular struggles teachers and other
employees face with the current
threat to bargaining rights.

Doris Powers Toney, the AFO’s
New VP, External Affairs

AFO Officer Elections
Will Be Uncontested
(Continued from page four)

candidates.)
Tom has been running unopposed ever since he was the sole
nominee for the VP, Internal Issues position during last winter’s
general membership meeting.
Doris, who was appointed to the
VP, External Issues, by AFO President and the Executive Board in
July soon after Glenn O’Kray
stepped down, had been facing
two other candidates for the position—Patrick Miller and Nancy
Owen Nelson. Nancy bowed out of
the race and threw her support to
Doris (see Nancy’s article endorsing Doris on page five) and Patrick
withdrew his nomination for personal reasons.
When Michael Trohimczyk decided not to run for Treasurer,
also for personal reasons, Cedric,
the current AFO Financial Records Secretary, became the sole
candidate for the Treasurer position being vacated by Sherry Morgan.
Assuming that the election remains uncontested, the Elections
Committee will conduct the election by voice and proxy vote during the fall 2012 General Membership Meeting.
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Mary Beck Grades the Divisions
(Continued from back page)

Wow. Be still my beating heart.
Is it as obvious to you as to me that
adjuncts were not included in the subcommittee’s lengthy discussions on the
role of adjuncts in department and division level governance? The subcommittee’s recommendation regarding
adjunct participation could best be described as “weak,” but apparently even
that weak recommendation was too
strong for the Senate.
The full Senate side-stepped the issue by pointing out that the Senate
had no right to tell the largely autonomous divisions what to do. The then
Chair of the Senate, Janice Gilliland,
did send a letter to Associate Deans in
the fall of 2011, asking them, not telling them, to ask their division’s fulltimers to think about the proper role
for adjuncts.
After giving them nearly a year to do
their thinking, I wrote to the Associate
Deans this past summer and asked
them to summarize what actions, if
any, had been taken by their divisions
to define a role for adjuncts in governance.
Just as the NAACP gives business
organizations grades based on their
diversity and inclusiveness, I am going
to give grades to the College’s divisions
based on their policies regarding the
inclusion of adjuncts in division-level
governance.
Business and Economics—I
The Business and Economics division is the first of four divisions that
were given incompletes because they
failed to act. I had to do a lot of thinking about my grading policy when I
came across this consistent pattern of
putting off any decision about an
“adjunct policy.” According to Associate
Dean Elaine Saneske, the business
division “has had discussion but did
not arrive at any conclusion prior to
the end of the school year.” Does that
sound like a reasonable excuse to you?
Would you give a student with an excuse like that an incomplete or would
you fail her? I struggled with the decision, and ultimately decided to give
Elaine and the other divisions who
failed to take any action incomplete
Page 6

grades even though their excuses were
a bit on the lame side. I’m sure fulltimers in the divisions that did nothing were busy with other priorities
and will get to the issue of adjuncts as
soon as they take care of all of their
more pressing business.
Counseling—F
Only two divisions are getting F
grades. Giving an F to Technology was
a no brainer; giving an F to Counseling was difficult and required a lot of
soul searching because the issues in
the counseling division are complex.
Imad Nouri became the associate dean
on July 1 and before the end of August the AFO was forced to file a grievance because a number of senior adjunct counselors were laid off and
were not allowed to bump academic
advisors. Imad was not personally responsible for any violations of our
contract, but because he is now the
first line administrator the first step of
the grievance went to him. I didn’t
want to give counseling a bad grade
and I was worried that my involvement with these issues might be
clouding my judgment, but the fact
that the division voted to totally exclude adjuncts from governance at
any level can’t be ignored. I sincerely
hope that Imad will ask the division to
reconsider the issue at the risk of becoming even more isolated if they
choose to continue to treat adjuncts
as day workers.
English and World Languages—B
English and World Languages Division Associate Dean Katherine Grahl
announced that reading adjunct Valerie Cullin, writing/composition senior adjunct Nicole Castle-Kelly, and
world languages (Italian) senior adjunct Robert Cascardo were selected
to represent their departments at
monthly divisional meetings. The
three representatives will participate
in EWL Division meetings with voting
rights. Associate Dean Grahl also reminded adjuncts that they “are welcome to attend curricular committee
meetings for classes they are teaching.” In addition, under the new division policy adjunct instructors who
wish to participate in non-curricular
committees (such as the Budget or
Scholarship committee) are being encouraged to contact the committee

chairs (with the decision as to who
participates and how ultimately
left to the committee.)
Fine Arts and Fitness—I
The Fine Arts and Fitness division is another of those that gets
an I because they failed to act.
According to Associate Dean Martin Anderson, the division was
presented with the issue and followed with discussion via email,
(Continued on page seven)
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Divisions will have one year to make up incompletes...
(Continued from page six)

but the full-timers ultimately decided
to “sleep on it” and “wait to see what
other divisions decided and adapt,
reject, or modify their policies.” I
hope they wake up soon.
Health Careers—I
When it comes to these incompletes, some divisions have better
excuses than others. Debbie
Szymanski, the new associate dean
who replaced the legendary Ron
Bodurka in July, said the topic of
adjunct involvement “will be placed
on our agenda in the fall.” I suggest
she and the full-time Health Careers
faculty look at the Science and English and World Languages Division
policies as possible models.
Library—A+
The Library’s policies regarding the
role of adjuncts are the gold standard
and should serve as the model for the
entire College.
Director Barb Lukasiewicz wrote, “In the Library Division” adjunct librarians attend division, department, and committee
meetings. They have an equal voice,
and usually an equal vote. They are
expected to have the same level of
competence and expertise, and to
approach the job in the same professional manner, as full-time librarians. In general, they are treated as
full-time librarians; they just work
fewer hours.” Way to go, Library!
Mathematics—I
Math is the fourth division to get
an I because nothing was done. According to Associate Dean Larry
Smyrski, Math “has not yet reached a
decision on a policy.” Larry said he
had already shared the Science Division policy with his full-timers and
that he plans to share the Social Science Division policy with them.
That’s kind of scary. I would suggest
also showing math full-timers the
Library, EWL, and Nursing Division
policies. They add up in a way the
Social Science division policy does
not. The Social Science Division policy should only be used as a model of
what not to do.
Nursing—B
The Nursing Division has a longstanding practice of inclusiveness.
According to Associate Dean KatheHFCC-AFO

rine Howe, the Nursing Division invites “adjuncts to participate in our
standing committees and the committees are explained in the part-time
faculty handbook.” It is gratifying to
see that the full-time nursing faculty
values the input and perspectives of
their part-time colleagues.
Science—B+
The Science Division was the first
division to respond to the request to
consider the role of adjuncts in division and department level governance
and they deserve a gold star just for
that. Science full-timers certainly
took a pioneering major step in the
right direction. According to Associate
Dean Brian Kirchner, the Science division “invites adjunct faculty” to attend division meetings. “In addition,”
Bryan says the division “invites ad-

junct faculty of the Science Division
to elect one representative and one
alternate from each of the following
areas: biology, chemistry, physics.
Each of these three representatives
or alternates will have one vote.”
Social Science—D
This grade isn’t going to make me
popular with my full-time colleagues
in the Social Science Division, but it
is the grade the division deserves. In
fact, it may be a little on the generous side: their designed-to-fail policy
may actually be worse than taking no
action at all. According to former associate dean Kim Schopmeyer, the
division agreed in its May meeting “to
select one formal representative from
the adjunct pool. The representative
will be selected at division meetings”
with the details to be worked out
(Continued on page 8)

Grade Appeal Process
Members of the College
Organization in the various
divisions are invited to appeal
their division’s grade if they
think they were graded too
harshly by contacting me*. I and
like-minded adjuncts would
welcome the opportunity to
engage in a dialogue provided
the goal is to figure out a fair
way to include adjuncts.
*(mrbeck@hfcc.edu)
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Standing Committees Make a Little Room for Adjuncts
At present, there are 29
“standing committees” of the College
Organization. Three of these committees—the Board of the Center for
Teaching Excellence and Innovation,
the Facilities Master Planning Committee, and the Strategic Planning
Committee—already had one position for an “AFO representative” even
before the Senate Task began considering the appropriate role for adjuncts in the College’s governance.
During the May 2012 and August 2012 meetings of the College
Organization, motions approved
changes to permit one adjunct faculty member with voting privileges
seven different committees—the
Committee for the Assessment of
Student Learning: General Education; the Fiscal Resources Committee; the Retention Advisory Committee; Council of World Cultures; the
Handbook Committee; and the Library Committee.
“Because it’s a no brainer” Bill
Secrest, the chair of the Council of
World Cultures, said when asked
why members of the College Organization should support the motion to
amend the committee rosters to include adjunct representation.
In addition, during the May 2012
meeting, a change was approved to
permit the Scholastic Policies committee to have an unlimited number
of adjunct members, but without
voting privileges.
Adjuncts who are interested in
participating on any of these committees should contact the committee chair (you can find the roster of
standing committees in the College
Handbook and we’ve posted a copy
on our website—www.hfcc-afo.org).
Read the box for some information
about compensation and expectations.
In the case of some committees,
amendments to the constitution of
the College Organization are required and other committees feel
they need to get legal advice before
adding an adjunct. A number of
committees are still considering the
issue of adjunct involvement.
Page 8

Frequently Asked Questions
#1: Do you have to stand the entire time when you attend a standing
committee meeting?
Answer: No, but standing committees can be a lot of work. Adjuncts
will be reimbursed up to $100 per semester ($200 for the entire year)
for participating on a standing committee. Many standing committees
meet monthly (some less frequently, some more frequently) and your
fellow committee members will expect you to prepare for meetings
and contribute to them. Don’t volunteer for the money. (We’ll try to
make it fairer in future contracts.) Volunteer because you have an
interest, because you want to contribute to HFCC’s mission, because
you want to learn more about how the College works, and/or because
you want to be able to put it in on your C.V. or resume. If you are
interested in a committee begin by contacting the committee chair.

Constitution of the College Organization
Needs a 14th Amendment
(Continued from page seven)

later. Does that sound as ridiculous
to you as it does to me? A score of
full-timers are going to decide which
adjunct out of over 100 will serve as
the “token” to represent all adjuncts
at division meetings? What criteria
are they going to use? Do they think
we will sit quietly at the back of the
bus forever?
Technology—F
I don’t know whether to be insulted
or what. I sent multiple messages to
Technology Division Associate Dean
Jeff Livermore on different occasions
asking what action, if any, the Technology division took in response to
the Senate request. He may not have
looked at the messages or he may
have intentionally ignored them. Either way, I have to give him and the
division an F for failing to comply.
Some Signs of Hope Despite Low
GPA
While I’m sad to say that the overall GPA is pretty damn low, I am
nonetheless optimistic because there
is a bimodal grade distribution. Four
of the five divisions that took action
got A’s or B’s while the six getting
incompletes or F’s were all divisions
that took no action. If other divisions
can at least take steps toward treating adjuncts like full citizens then all
of the College’s divisions and departments can learn to do so.

Higher Level Governance
That Senate sub-committee I previously referred to also made recommendations regarding adjunct participation on Standing Committees,
the Senate, and the entire College
Organization.
I’ll be kind and give the Standing Committees, the Senate, and
the College Organization an
“incomplete” at this stage of the
process.
I was warned that this process
would take considerable time and I
do understand the reasons why that
is necessary. I am not asking for
overnight change; we’re asking fulltimers to take the first steps taken in
the right direction by including adjuncts in all levels of governance.
It is obvious to me that HFCC
will be a better College if adjuncts are
fully included in the College’s governance. Full timers who fear that the
inclusion of adjuncts will somehow
justify a further erosion of full-time
jobs are fearing the wrong thing.
The only way to turn the tide of
increasing the share of college
classes taught by underpaid, undervalued part-timers is by providing
part-timers with full equality. Doing
so will eliminate the incentive to balance the College’s books on the
backs of adjuncts.
The AFO News

AFO’s Future Hinges on Passage
of the PWF Amendment
(Continued from page one)

your friends will be hearing more and
more ads about the Protect Working
Families-Protect Our Jobs proposal in
the weeks leading up to the election.
Most of the ads will tell you to vote no
because the state constitution
shouldn’t be “put up for bid” and because “union bosses” have donated
millions to preserve their “special interests.” Don’t be fooled by the rhetoric. These vote no ads are paid for by
the Koch brothers, other CEOs and
various front groups that want to
make Michigan a right-to-work-forless state.
It is true that because local unions
such as the AFO contributed all they
could to the PWF campaign (the
AFO’s contribution was $30,000) that
“union bosses” have gathered
“millions” (about 18 of them) to fund
the relatively few vote YES ads that
you will be exposed to. It is also true
that the corporate anti-union coalition is pouring millions of dollars
more into their effort to defeat the
Protect Working Families proposal.
Count up the value of the ads on
both sides and you’ll see where the
big money is.
We can win this fight to protect the
rights of middle-class Michigan workers and our own right to bargain for
an equitable income in a safe, clean,
and productive working and learning
environment. That is, we can win the
fight IF we get the vote out.
AFO Executive Board members and
members of our Political Action and
Education Committee have been calling AFO members and asking them to
pledge to support the PWF amendment (see side box).
Our goal is to get 500 of our approximately 600 members who are
eligible to vote to pledge to vote yes
on the proposal to preserve our collective bargaining rights.
So far, we have contacted over 200
AFO members and just over 80% of
those contacted who are eligible to
vote in the November election tell us
they are planning on voting yes. Of
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these, approximately 70% say they
are willing to publicly endorse proposal two—we will publish the list in
a special general election edition of
The AFO News that will hit the newstands in mid-October.
Don’t Forget the State Supreme
Court: A lot of what happens to us
as an organization depends on who
gets elected to the three state Supreme Court positions up for grabs.
AFT-M and the AFO endorse Southfield District Court Judge Sheila
Johnson, Wayne County Circuit
Court Judge Connie Marie Kelley,
and University of Michigan Law Professor Bridget Mary McCormack for
these all important positions.

AFO Political Action and
Education Committee
members and volunteers
are calling AFO members to
ask:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

Are you a registered Michigan
voter?
Do you plan to vote in the
November 6 election?
Have you heard of the PWF
Proposal?
Will you be supporting the
PWF proposal?
Will you urge your friends and
family to support the
proposal?
Will you publicly endorse the
proposal because it’s good for
Michigan’s working families?
Is there anything you can do
to help us get-the-vote-out?

If you can answer yes to the first
question, we want you to answer
YES to as many of the rest of the
questions as you can. The AFO’s
future depends on it. Save us
some time: if you are an AFO
member, email us with your
answers to the “seven questions.”

Look for a special General
Election edition of The AFO
News in mid-October.
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Member News and Notes
College Agrees to Revise
Seniority Lists Based on
“New Rules”
During the AFO’s first contract
(July 2009 through the winter semester 2011), teaching adjuncts
earned one “seniority point” for every
semester they taught at least one
class plus one point for each class
taught. So, an adjunct who taught
two classes would earn three points.
That system was applied retroactively
to the fall 2000 semester. Adjuncts
who worked prior to the fall 2000
semester were given ten points
(about as many as could be expected
to be earned per year) for each year
they worked.
That system worked well in certain
divisions such as social science and
English, but it didn’t work well in
many other divisions especially those
characterized by teaching more
“contact hours” than “credit hours.”
Accordingly, the AFO negotiated a
new seniority system with our second
contract. Now teaching adjuncts earn
one seniority point for each “weekly
contact hour” they teach. Generally,
a “weekly contact hour” is the
equivalent of a “credit hour” but in
certain classes, such as biology, the
lab and lecture combined may add
up to more contact hours than credit
hours.
The College resisted applying the
new method retroactively, so we
agreed in the contract to only apply
the new system on a go-forward basis. Recently, however, Human Resources reconsidered and agreed that
applying the new system back to
2000 (and giving longer serving adjuncts credit for 30 points per year
worked prior to 2000) would work
better for everyone.
Even better, AFO Chief Grievance
Officer and VP, Internal Issues candidate Tom Anderson was hired by the
College to undertake the project and
to help systemize the process of updating the lists each semester. The
work is work that HR is required to
do under our contract, but, of
course, it benefits the AFO so having
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Tom do it is a definite positive.
Tom said he expects the revised
seniority lists, including service
points earned this semester, will be
posted by December 22.

Adjuncts Continue to Score
Hawk High Flyer Awards
Jose Lopez and Mark Foret are the
two most adjuncts to win “Hawk
High Flyer” awards.
Jose, a senior adjunct in the College’s Trade and Apprentice program
won the award in April 2012 after
being nominated by a student in the
program. The student said that he
wouldn’t have succeeded if Mr. Lopez
had “not been there every time to
guide me in the right direction when
I was wrong or confused. I would talk
to him about my personal life and he
always gave me the positive advice I
needed.”
Mark was the Hawk High Flyer for
the spring-summer semesters. The
student who e:mailed his nomination
said that “Dr. Foret understood my
short comings and downfalls and
offered me an opp(ortunity) to improve my way of life.”
The Hawk High Flyer award is
given monthly during the academic
year to an instructor or other HFCC
employee who has gone above and
beyond to contribute to student success.

Mentoring Training to Begin
this Semester—Pilot Program
Will Be Rolled Out in Winter
One of the programs established
by our first contract that is finally
becoming less of a dream and more
of a reality is the New Hire Adjunct
Mentoring Program. The AFO proposed the program because our
members want to help ensure that
newly hired adjuncts have all of the
tools they need to be successful.
For weeks, a task force managed
by Lynn Boza (Counseling) has been
working to design and develop the
mentoring program to the point that
the program is now ready to be im-

plemented on a pilot basis. The task
force consists of AFO President Mary
Beck, AFO Executive Director Bill
Norris, HR Director Cynthia Eschenburg, (then) Social Science Division
Associate Dean Kim Schopmeyer and
Math Division Associate Dean Larry
Smyrksi.
AFO President Mary Beck and HR
Director Cynthia Eschenburg recently issued an invitation to Senior
Adjuncts to attend one of five mentoring training programs that are
being offered in October and November. Senior Adjuncts who complete
the training will be paid $100 in professional development funds (over
and above the usual $100 maximum
allowed) for attending the four hours
of training.
If all works out as planned, at least
a subset of the winter 2012 new
hires will be assigned a mentor as
part of a pilot implementation program. The program calls for the mentor to establish a two to four semester relationship with the new hire. In
addition to advising a colleague
where the copy machine is located
and how to use it (and commiserating with her over the state of the
damn thing) a mentor has the opportunity to share her experience and
help shape the career of a new hire.
Mentors will be compensated $50 per
semester in the first two semesters of
a mentoring relationship and $25 for
a third or fourth semester.
(Inexperienced new hires will generally have four-semester relationships.) Mentoring assignments will
be made by the Associate Deans.
Consider volunteering for the program if you are a senior adjunct looking for an opportunity to give back
and earn a little extra compensation.
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Founders’ Fund Awards
$4,000 in Scholarships;
HFCC Awards Second Annual
“AFO Scholarship”
Dorothy Pelton, the chair of the
HFCC-AFO Founders’ Scholarship
Fund, announced in July that the
Scholarship Board had awarded
$1,000 scholarships to four individuals. The recipients include two adjuncts and two dependents of adjuncts. In addition, the AFO Executive
Board asked the HFCC Foundation to
award a $1,000 “AFO Scholarship” to
one of the 30 HFCC students who had
applied.
Shatha Alkatib, who teaches biology
at HFCC and is a student at the University of Detroit-Mercy, was awarded
a Joseph A. Sorokac, Jr. Memorial
Scholarship. Shatha, is a graduate of
Mosul University and practiced as a
physician in the middle East before
emigrating to the United States.
Shatha is working on a Physicians’
Assistant degree at U-D Mercy.
Shannon Draper, a Central Michigan University Student, and the
daughter of Health Careers adjunct
Kathryn Draper, was also the recipient
of a Joseph A. Sorokac, Jr. Memorial
Scholarship. Shannon is majoring in
psychology at CMU with a minor in
nutrition and has plans to go on to
become a Physician Assistant. She is
particularly interested in doing what
she can to decrease infant mortality
rates and birth defects.
The third Joseph A. Sorokac, Jr.
Memorial Scholarship awarded this
year went to Garrett Van Hecke, a
Wayne State University Student and
the son of anthropology adjunct Amy
Dewys-Van Hecke. Garrett will be entering his second full year at WSU
where he is studying chemistry.
The winner of this year’s Peter J.
Grant Memorial Scholarship was history adjunct Kenneth Shepherd. Ken
has been teaching history at HFCC for
more than ten years and is currently
working on his doctoral dissertation at
Wayne State University. Ken hopes
that having a Ph.D. will increase his
chances of finding full-time employVolume 6, Number 1

ment at a community college or small
liberal arts school.
Finally, the AFO Executive Board
was asked to review over 30 applications for the HFCC Adjunct Faculty
Organization Scholarship which is
awarded by the HFCC Foundation and
funded by the AFO. HFCC student
Leaticia Asuzu, whose essay on the
contributions of organized labor impressed Executive Board members the
most, was awarded the scholarship.

AFO Welcomes New Members
The AFO is proud to welcome over
40 new members this semester. We
won’t have final numbers on new hires
for a few more weeks, but we do know
that as many as 70% of new hires
choose membership in the AFO rather
than agency fees despite the slightly
higher cost of dues.
The fact that such a high proportion
chose membership based on the little
blurb they may have read on the payroll authorization form suggests that a
majority of new hires believe that union membership makes sense.
Union membership, of course,
makes sense but not because the AFO
treats fee payers any differently than
dues paying members. Both members
and fee payers benefit from our contract and, if our contract is violated,
we will address the issue in the same
way whether or not it involves a member or a fee payer.
The reasons for choosing membership are twofold: membership permits
a new hire to participate in the democratic decision-making process of the
AFO and more importantly, by becoming a member a new hire is helping us
build a strong AFO and a better College! The higher the percentage of
membership we have, the stronger we
are.
We think most new hires will find
that HFCC provides a supportive and
stimulating teaching and learning environment, but we also know that the
first weeks (and semesters) in a new
school, especially if you haven’t taught
much elsewhere, can be scary.
Unfortunately, the current cohort of
new hires is the last that will be
brought on board without the benefit
of a mentor. The mentoring program

(described elsewhere in Member News
and Notes) is expected to provide new
hires with the resources they need to
be successful,
As good as the mentoring program
is hoped to be, it won’t be of much use
to today’s new hires. All is not lost.
Sign up with the Center for Teaching
Excellence and Innovation for either a
real-time or on-line version of Adjunct
101A—it won’t be the same as having
a mentor, but it is the next best thing.
Even better, one of the benefits of
our contract is that you can earn
$100 in professional development reimbursement for completing the
course.

AFO Files Grievance After
Counselor Lay-Offs
The writing on the wall HFCC adjunct counselors saw long ago was
transferred to pink slips (lay off notices) handed to seven senior adjunct
counselors in late August. The College
expects to make up some of the new
cost of academic advising by reducing
the counseling budget and that expectation translated into the lay-off.
The College had asserted in the
past that the reductions in counseling
would be accomplished primarily
through attrition.
The AFO’s position, based on the
job descriptions and other information
included in the final report of the Senate Task Force on Counseling and
Academic Advising, is that the academic advisor job was “carved out” of
the counselor job. Therefore, the work
being done by academic advisors, although it may not require the same
expertise and qualifications as the
counseling position, is nonetheless
work that counselors are well qualified to do.
Accordingly, when requests made
by several of the laid-off counselors to
bump probationary academic advisors
were denied, the AFO filed a step one
grievance. AFO Chief Grievance Officer Tom Anderson said, “I hope we
can resolve this dispute without having to go through the expense of arbitration, but we are prepared to go that
route if the College fails to honor our
contract.”
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the Web!
We’re on
.org
HFCC-AFO

Search for HFCC Adjunct
Faculty Organization

Help us build a
strong AFO and a
better College!

AFO Office Hours
Fall 2012 Term
The AFO Office is A-024, in the
basement of the
Learning Technology Bldg

Mondays:
Tuesdays:
Wednesdays:
Thursdays:
Fridays:

9:00—1200
5:00—8:30
10:30—6:30
9:00—12:00
10:30—5:00
12:30—5:00

If you need immediate
assistance and the office is
closed, call 248.977.8897

Some of my best friends are
adjuncts...
By Mary Beck
AFO President

The veiled reference to the Civil Rights
era in the headline of this column will be
considered inappropriate by some, but
after careful consideration of the very
real analogies that can be made, I decided to run with it. The sad fact is that
the social status of adjuncts in today’s
College community does bear some comparison to the social status of African
Americans, women, lesbians, gay men
and other marginalized categories of
people in the United States of the 1950s.
If you’re offended, I’m sorry.
The fact that adjuncts are second
class citizens of the College Organization
is made plain in the Constitution of the
College Organization.
Paragraph B of Article I of that document says that “three groups play the
most important roles in the government
of colleges and universities: faculties,
administrators, and governing boards.”
Adjuncts are responsible for teaching
more than half of the credit hours offered to HFCC students, so nobody can
argue that we are not a big part of the
College’s faculty.

Governance—the process of
making the policies which
ultimately shape our working
conditions and our students’
learning conditions—takes place
at different levels in a hierarchy.
At the most local level, there is
department and division level
governance. The next higher
level is that of “Standing
Committees of the College
Organization”; the third level is
the “Senate of the College
Organization”; and at a still
higher level there is the “College
Organization” itself.
Two or three times a year, fulltime faculty and administrators
meet as a body (the “College
Organization”) to vote on various
policies recommended by various
standing committees and the
Senate before sending them on
to the Board of Governors—
which represents the community
and is the highest level of
governance—for final approval.

However, just as Jim Crow laws barred blacks from participating fully in
the government of American society at least until 1963, adjuncts are for the
most part prohibited from participating in the College’s governance. Paragraph A of Article II says that the College Organization “shall consist of all
full-time faculty and administrators.” This phrase in effect means that since
part-time faculty have no defined role in the College’s governance that we can
be relegated to the back of the bus.
Two full years ago, I addressed the Senate of the College Organization and
asked the senators to begin the process of amending the Constitution so as to
provide a defined role for adjuncts in the College’s governance. Since then I
have been sitting uninvited at the lunch counter while waiting impatiently for
some results.
As I previously reported, some progress has been made—some baby steps
have been taken.
After a survey of “Associate Deans and Lead Faculty” and a year’s worth of
discussion, a Senate sub-committee made a series of recommendations regarding the role of adjuncts in the different levels of College governance.
Governance at the Department and Division Level
At the Division/Department level, the sub-committee recommended that
“divisions and/or departments (should) consider electing one interested and
available adjunct faculty member to attend faculty meetings as a representative of the adjunct faculty.” It didn’t say who would do the electing (adjuncts
or full-time faculty) or how the election should be conducted.
The recommendation did go on to say that “that member could then participate in division/department business as well as report back any new information to other adjunct faculty.”
(Continued on page six)
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